The TCP/IP suite has many design weaknesses so far as security and privacy are concerned. Some of these are protocol design weaknesses per se, whereas the rest are defects in the software that implements the protocols. In this paper, we describe these issues from a practical perspective.
Introduction
This paper is an overview of security attacks in the core protocols (IP, UDP, and TCP) and infrastructure protocols (ARP, ICMP, DNS). However, we do not address the exploits in various application protocols, but do focus on additional issues such as covert channels. We describe these issues from a practical perspective.
Some of these are protocol design weaknesses per se, whereas the rest are defects in the software that implements the protocols. IP, UDP, TCP and the infrastructure protocols were designed at a time when security concerns were almost non-existing and trust was assumed. While this paper summarizes design weaknesses in the TCP/IP suite from a security point of view, it is important to remember that many implementations have "fixed" these weaknesses, but are not described in RFCs. We assume that the reader is fluent in TCP and IP details.
Protocol weaknesses can be divided into those due to (i) the design of the protocol itself, and (ii) the configuration, deployment and daily operation of the DNS servers. As can be expected, there is a strong interplay between the two.
All major OS have made improvements in their implementations of the protocol stack that mitigate or disable many of the attacks described below. Of course, the attack tools also improve. A number of enhancements for TCP/IP have been made that are not yet in common use. Several of them (e.g., DNSSEC and IPv6) involve heavy use of encryption and require more computing power. As computing power in end-user hosts increases, we expect to see these universally deployed.
Bellovin
1 gives broad coverage of security issues in tcp/ip and reminisces on an earlier version 2 The papers by Arce, 3 and Schneier 4 describe attack trends of recent years.
Attack Techniques
This section briefly describes the techniques that are in the arsenal of a tcp/ip attacker. Rigorous definitions for these are not (yet) available. Successful attacks are almost always a combination of these basic techniques.
Sniffing
Sniffing is eavesdropping on the network. A (packet) sniffer is a wire-tap program. Sniffing is the act by machine S of making copies of a network packet sent by machine A intended to be received by machine B. Such sniffing, strictly speaking, is not a TCP/IP problem, but it is enabled by the near-universal choice of Ethernet, a broadcast media, as the physical and data link layers. Sniffing can be used for monitoring the health of a network as well as capturing the passwords used in telnet, rlogin, and FTP connections. Attackers sniff the data necessary in the exploits described below. Depending on the equipment used in a LAN, a sniffer needs to be run either on the victim machine whose traffic is of interest or on some other host in the same subnet as the victim. In the normal mode, an NIC captures only those frames that match its own MAC address. In the socalled promiscuous mode, an NIC captures all frames that pass by it. The volume of such frames makes it a real challenge for an attacker to either immediately process all such frames fast or clandestinely store them for later processing. An attacker at large on the Internet has other techniques that make it possible to install remotely a sniffer on the victim machine.
Attacks that do not sniff and therefore cannot see the information in the packet flows are called blind attacks.
Buffer Overflow
A large number of TCP/IP server programs suffer from a class of programming errors known as buffer overflows. Many of these server programs run with the privileges of a super user. Among the many servers that suffer from such bugs are several implementations of FTP servers, the ubiquitous DNS server program called bind, the popular mail server called sendmail, and the Web server IIS, to name a few. An attacker supplies cleverly constructed inputs to such programs causing them to transfer control to executable code she has supplied. A typical code produces a shell that she can interact with from a remote machine with all the privileges of the super user.
Spoofing
Spoofing refers to altering (portions of) a packet so that the overall packet remains structurally legitimate (e.g., checksums are valid) but the "info" it contains is fake. Spoofing often accompanies sniffing, but may newly manufacture packets with fake values. Spoofed packets are injected into the network.
Poisoning
Many network services are essentially mappings implemented as table lookups. The mappings are dynamic, and update methods are well-defined. Unfortunately, who is qualified to provide the updates, and how messages that provide update information are to be authenticated are ill-defined. An attacker takes advantage of this, and provides fake updates causing the table to be "poisoned."
Illegal Packets
Packets containing "unexpected" values in some of the fields are illegal in the sense that a legitimate sender would not have constructed them. Software in the receiver ought to check for such illegal packets, but RFCs were ambiguous and/or legacy software was not cautious. Attackers have written special programs that construct illegal packets and cause the receiving network hosts to crash or hang. The so-called Ping of Death attack of 1996 sent an ICMP echo request (ping) packet that was larger than the maximum permissible length (2 16 − 1). tcp segments have a number of flags that have, collectively, a strong influence on how the segment is processed. However, not all the flags can be independently set or reset. For example, syn+fin, syn+fin+psh, syn+ fin+ rst, and syn+ fin+ rst+ psh are all illegal combinations. Past implementations have accounted only for valid combinations, ignoring the invalid combinations as "will not happen." An IP packet should not have source address and port equaling the destination address and port. The 1997 attack tool called land exploited this vulnerability.
Finger Printing a System
An attacker wants to remotely scan entire LANs and identify what services run where, etc. and to identify the exact version of an OS running on a targeted victim because operating system exploits will usually only work against a specific operating system or software running. Nuances in the TCP/IP stacks implemented in the various OS, and versions of the same OS, make it possible to remotely probe the victim host and identify the OS. Such probing deliberately constructs illegal packets, and attempts to connect to each port and observes the responses it gets.
The tool called nmap (http://insecure.org/nmap/) is comprehensive in this regard. Beverly 5 describes yet another classifier. However, Panjwani et al. 6 report an experimental evaluation that over 50% of the attacks were not preceded by a scan.
To make such finger printing difficult, a scrubber should be deployed; see Section 1.11.
Storms
A storm is the flow of a certain kind packets that is abnormally high. For example, if 50 ARP requests per second is normal, we would consider, say, 500 per second abnormally high. Storms are often created by a few packets generated on a compromised host. The attackers send the packets to intermediary machines (amplifiers or reflectors). The packets are often source spoofed also.
There have been several attacks that generate enormous numbers of packets rendering (portions of) a network ineffective. These amplify the numbers of packets into a "storm." Section 1.8.8 describes an ACK storm.
Clever use of broadcast or multicast addresses helps the storms.
Denial of Service
The goal of a denial of service (DoS) attack is to prevent legitimate clients from receiving service(s). Since the service being performed is almost always a constant time operation, it is easy for an external observer process to detect a DoS attack. These attacks are generally transient.
Distributed Denial of Service
An attack whose main gaol is DoS, and the attack is conducted by a coordinated set of hosts, it is termed a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. The hosts (often called zombies) that participate in such an attack are compromised through other techniques such as buffer overflow. The attacker prepares the zombies ahead of the DDoS attack, and issues a start up command remotely through an installed backdoor. ICMP is also one of the easiest to exploit. The attack tool of 1997, called smurf sends ICMP ping messages. There are three machines in smurfing: the attacker, the intermediary router, and the victim. The attacker sends to an intermediary an ICMP echo request packet with the IP broadcast address of the intermediary's network as the destination. The source address is spoofed by the attacker to be that of the intended victim. The intermediary puts it out on that network. Each machine on that network will send an ICMP echo reply packet to the source address. The victim is subjected to network congestion that could potentially make it unusable.
ARP Poisoning
It made possible several other attacks such as route redirection, reconnaissance and scanning. 1 Arkin 12 describes an OS finger printing method based on ICMP. Berg and Dibowitz 13 note that "over-zealous security administrators are breaking the Internet" in how firewalls are configured. They note that firewall administrators set up path MTU discovery, but block ICMP type 3 code 4 packets required for the protocol to work. ICMP also enables covert channels as described in Section 1.10.
IPv4 Exploits
This section describes what is often simply called "IP spoofing." which is the spoofing of the source address field. Being the carrier protocol without any guarantee regarding payload integrity, there are other spoofing possible but such techniques belong in higher layers.
IP Address Spoofing
The ip layer of the typical OS simply trusts that the source address, as it appears in an ip packet is valid. It assumes that the packet it received indeed was sent by the host officially assigned that source address. The IP protocol specifies no method for validating the authenticity of this address.
Replacing the true ip address of the sender (or, in rare cases, the destination) with a different address is known as IP spoofing. Because the ip layer of the OS normally adds these IP addresses to a data packet, a spoofer must circumvent the ip layer and talk directly to the raw network device.
ip spoofing is used as a technique aiding an exploit on the target machine. For example, an attacker can silence a host A from sending further packets to B by sending a spoofed packet announcing a window size of zero to A as though it originated from B.
Note that the attacker's machine cannot simply be assigned the ip address of another host T, using ifconfig or a similar configuration tool. Other hosts, as well as T, will discover (through arp, for example) that there are two machines with the same ip address.
Detection of IP Spoofing
We can monitor packets using network-monitoring software. A packet on an external interface that has both its source and destination IP addresses in the local domain is an indication of ip spoofing. Another way to detect ip spoofing is to compare the process accounting logs between systems on your internal network. If the ip spoofing attack has succeeded on one of your systems, you may get a log entry on the victim machine showing a remote access; on the apparent source machine, there will be no corresponding entry for initiating that remote access. Templeton and Levitt 14 describe variety of more advanced methods for detecting spoofed packets.
Prevention of IP Spoofing
All routers must employ proper ip filtering rules. They should only route packets from sources that could legitimately come from the interface the packet arrives on. Most routers now have options to turn off the ability to spoof ip source addresses by checking the source address of a packet against the routing table to ensure the return path of the packet is through the interface it was received on.
IP Fragment Attacks
A well-behaving set of ip fragments is non-overlapping. Malicious fragmentation involves fragments that have illegal fragment offsets. A fragmentoffset value gives the index position of this fragment's data in a reassembled packet. For example, the fragments may be so crafted that the receiving host in its attempts to reassemble calculates a negative length for the second fragment. This value is passed to a function (such as memcpy()) that copies from/to memory, which takes the a negative number to be an enormous unsigned (positive) number. A pair of carefully crafted but malformed ip packets thus causes a server to "panic" and crash. The 1997 attack tool called teardrop exploited this vulnerability.
Note that the RFCs require no intermediate router to reassemble fragmented packets. Obviously the destination must reassemble. Many firewalls do not perform packet reassembly in the interest of efficiency. These only consider the fields of individual fragments. Attackers create artificially fragmented packets to fool such firewalls.
In a so-called tiny fragment attack, two fragments are created where the first one is so small that it does not even include the destination port number. The second fragment contains the remainder of the tcp header, including the port number. A variation of this is to construct the second fragment packet with an offset value less than the length of the data in the first fragment so that upon packet reassembly it overrides several bytes of the first fragment (e.g., if the first fragment was 24 bytes long, the second fragment may claim to have an offset of 20). Upon reassembly, the data in the second fragment overwrites the last 4 bytes of the data from the first fragment. If these were fragments of a tcp segment, the first fragment would contain the tcp destination port number, which is overwritten by the second fragment. Such techniques do not cause a crash or hang of a targeted system but can be used to bypass simple filtering done by some firewalls.
Fragmentation attacks are preventable. Unfortunately, in the ip layer implementations of nearly all OS, there are bugs and naive assumptions in the reassembly code.
Routing Exploits
There have been many exploits of all well-known routing protocols. Thus, the victim host will be forced into sending many ICMP packets and wasting computing cycles. If the flooding is large enough, the host will eventually be unreachable by other clients. The attacker will also IP-spoof the UDP packets, both to hide and to ensure that the ICMP return packets do not reach him.
Surprisingly, using legitimate applications or OS services an attacker can generate a storm of packets. On many systems, the standard services known as chargen that listens typically at port 19 and echo that listens typically at port 7 are enabled. Chargen sends an unending stream of characters intended to be used as test data for terminals. The echo service just echoes what it receives. It is intended to be used for testing reachability, identifying routing problems, and so on. An attacker sends a UDP packet to the port 19 with the source address spoofed to a broadcast address, and the source port spoofed to 7. The chargen stream is sent to the broadcast address and hence reaching many machines on port 7. Each of these machine will echo back to the victim's port 19. This ping-pong action generates a storm of packets.
An attack called fraggle uses packets of UDP echo service in the same fashion as the ICMP echo packets.
To defend, most hosts disable many UDP services such as the chargen and echo mentioned above. Because UDP is better suited for streaming applications, there are suggestions to run UDP over SSL or even create a protocol 20 immediately above UDP.
TCP Exploits
tcp/ip is vulnerable to variety of attacks 21 ranging from password sniffing to denial of service attacks of several kinds mostly because of design weaknesses.
TCP Sequence Number Prediction
tcp exploits are typically based on IP spoofing and sequence number prediction. 22 In establishing a tcp connection, both the server and the client generate an initial sequence number (ISN) from which they will start counting the segments transmitted. Host Y accepts the segments from X only when correct SEQ/ACK numbers are used. The ISN is (should be) generated at random and should be hard to predict. 2 However, some implementations of the tcp/IP protocol make it rather easy to predict this sequence number. The attacker either sniffs the current SEQ+ACK numbers of the connection or can algorithmically predict them.
Closing Connections
An established tcp connection is expected to be close by the 4-way handshake that involves sending FIN segments. An attacker can enact this easily. The attacker constructs a spoofed FIN segment and injects it fast. It will have the correct SEQ number, that is computed from segments sniffed from the immediate past, so that it is accepted by the targeted host. This host would believe the (spoofed) sender had no data left. Any segments that may follow from the legitimate sender would be ignored as bogus. The rest of the four-way handshake is also supplied by the attacker.
A similar connection killing attack using RST is also well known. Section 1.8.3 describes a blind reset attack that does not involve sniffing.
TCP Reset Attack
The recent (2004) tcp reset attack lead to severe concerns in the routing protocol BGP used in large routers. This is attack does not involve sniffing, but does depend on having done enough reconnaisance regarding the BGP partners and the source port numbers they use.
tcp protocol requires that a receiver close a connection when it receives an RST segment, even if it has a sequence number that is not an exact match of what is expected, as long as the number is within the window size. Thus, the larger the window size the easier it is to guess a sequence number to be placed in a spoofed tcp RST segment. Watson 23 gives a detailed account of this attack and presents experimental evidence that the attack can be successful in a matter of a few seconds.
Arlitt and Williamson
24 present a one-year study of Internet packet traffic from a large campus network, showing that 15-25percent of TCP connections have at least one TCP RST (reset). While this study does not claim that the RST packets are part of attacks, it does imply that detection is therefore more difficult.
Low-Rate/Shrew TCP Attacks
The low-rate tcp attack, 25 also known as the shrew attack, exploits the congestion control mechanism, forces other well-behaving tcp flows to back off and enter the retransmission timeout state. The tcp flow of the attack is low rate stream exploiting protocol homogeneity.
Congestion is a condition of significant delay caused by overload of datagrams at one or more routers. A congestion window size cwnd that limits the number of outstanding unacknowledged bytes that are allowed at any time is dynamically computed by the sender based on network congestion. The tcp sliding window size is the smaller of rwnd and cwnd. tcp improves throughput by avoiding congestion. When a segment loss is detected, tcp assumes that the loss is due to congestion. There are many variations on how cwnd should be adjusted.
tcp Slow-Start Exponential Increase algorithm doubles cwnd after a round trip time (RTT, typically milliseconds) until a slow-start threshold is reached. tcp Congestion Avoidance Additive Increase takes over when the cwnd reaches the slow-start threshold. Then cwnd is increased by 1 until retransmissions begin to occur either because an RTO has timed out (typically in seconds), or because three ACKs are receive. The Congestion Detection Multiplicative Decrease then takes effect and the size of the threshold is dropped to half. Depending on the implementation, either (i) cwnd is set to one segment, and the slow start phase is entered, or (ii) cwnd is set to the threshold, and the congestion avoidance phase is entered. Upon further loss, RTO doubles with each subsequent time out. If a segment is successfully received, tcp reenters the slow start.
Shrew attacks consist of short bursts that repeat with a fixed, frequency. If the total traffic (shrew and regular tcp traffic) during an RTT-timescale burst is sufficient to induce enough segment losses, the tcp flow will enter a timeout and attempt to send a new segment RTO seconds later. If the period of the shrew flow approximates the RTO of the tcp flow, the tcp flow will continually incur loss as it tries to exit the timeout state, fail to exit timeout, and obtain near zero throughput.
tcp congestion control has undergone major improvements in recent years resulting in many tcp variants that are soon to be adopted in actual implementations. E.g., Linux 2.6 has tcp BIC, and tcp CUBIC and Windows Vista has tcp New Reno and Compound tcp.
Vulnerability to low-rate DoS attacks is not an easily fixed tcpdesign flaw. Being a low average rate flow, the shrew attack is difficult to detect. Also, there is a large family of such attack patterns.
We consider a distributed approach to detect and to defend against the low-rate tcp attack [7] . The low-rate tcp attack is essentially a periodic short burst which exploits the homogeneity of the minimum retransmission timeout (RTO) of tcp flows and forces all affected tcp flows to back off and enter the retransmission timeout state. This sort of attack is difficult to identify due to a large family of attack patterns.
Guirguis et al. 26 expose new variants of these low-rate attacks that could potentially have high attack potency per attack burst. Detection and defense mechanisms capable of mitigating the attack are being developed by several groups. 
Illegal Segments: SYN+FIN
The tcp specification does not specify clearly certain transitions. As an example, suppose an attacker sends a tcp segment with both the SYN and the FIN bit set. Depending on the tcp implementation, victim host processes the SYN flag first, generates a reply segment with the corresponding ACK flag set, and perform a state-transition to the state SYN-RCVD. Victim host then processes the FIN flag, performs a transition to the state CLOSE-WAIT, and sends the ACK segment back to attacker. The attacking host does not send any other segment to victim. tcp state machine in the victim for this connection is in CLOSE-WAIT state. The victim connection gets stuck in this state until the expiry of the keep-alive timer.
Simultaneous Connections
Occasionally, it is possible that hosts XX and YY both wish to establish a connection and both of them simultaneously initiate the handshake. This is called simultaneous connection establishment 
Connection Hijacking
If an attacker on machine Z can sniff the segments between X and Y that have a tcp connection, Z can hijack the connection. Z can send segments to Y spoofing the source address as X, at a time when X was silent. (Z can increase the chances of this by launching a denial of service attack against X.) Y would accept these data and update ACK numbers. X may subsequently continue to send its segments using old SEQ numbers, as it is unaware of the intervention of Z. As a result, subsequent segments from X are discarded by Y. The attacker Z is now effectively impersonating X, using "correct" SEQ/ACK numbers from the perspective of Y. This results in Z hijacking the connection: host X is confused, whereas Y thinks nothing is wrong as Z sends "correctly synchronized" segments to Y. If the hijacked connection was running an interactive shell, Z can execute any arbitrary command that X could. Having accomplished his deed, a clever hijacker would bow out gracefully by monitoring the true X. He would cause the SEQ numbers of X to match the ACK numbers of Y by sending to the true X a segment that it generates of appropriate length, spoofing the sender as Y, using the ACK numbers that X would accept.
Such connection forgery is also possible to do "blind", i.e., without being able to sniff. The attacker guesses that a connection exists, and guesses a valid port and sequence numbers. Note that well-known routers use wellknown ports and stay connected for fairly long periods.
ACK storms are generated in the hijack technique described above. A host Y, when it receives packets from X after a hijack has ended, will find the packets of X to be out of order. TCP requires that Y must send an immediate reply with an ACK number that it expects. The same behavior is expected of X. So, X and Y send each other ACK messages that may never end.
Connection Flooding
tcp RFC has no limit set on the time to wait after receiving the SYN in the three-way handshake. An attacker initiates many connection requests with spoofed source addresses to the victim machine. The victim machine maintains data related to the connection being attempted in its memory. The SYN+ACK segments that the victim host sends are not replied to. Once the implementation imposed limit of such half-open connections is reached, the victim host will refuse further connection establishment attempts from any host until a partially opened connection in the queue is completed or times out. This effectively removes a host from the network for several seconds, making it useful at least as a stepping tool to other attacks, such as IP spoofing.
Chen describes defenses against tcp SYN flooding attacks under different types of IP spoofing.
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"SYN cookies" 31 are particular choices of initial tcp sequence numbers.
A server that uses SYN cookies sends back a SYN+ACK, when its SYN queue fills up. It also must reject tcp options such as large windows, and it must use one of the eight MSS values that it can encode. When the server receives an ACK, it checks that the secret function works for a recent value of a 32-bit time counter, and then rebuilds the SYN queue entry from the encoded MSS.
DNS Exploits
DNS (Domain Name Service; RFC 1034, RFC 1035) is about associating names such as osis110.cs.wright.edu with their IP addresses and viceversa. Thus, one might argue that it is not an essential protocol. However, there is no debating that the mnemonic value it provides to humans and the flexibility it provides for scaling and re-configuring through mapping several IP addresses to same mnemonic name have been essential in the growth of Internet.
Protocol Refresher
The DNS name space is a tree hierarchy. A fully qualified domain name is the sequence of labels, separated by a dot, on the path from a node to the root of the tree. The domain name space is maintained as a database distributed over several domain name servers. A server can delegate the maintenance of any sub-domain to another server. A delegated sub-domain in the DNS is called a zone. The parent server keeps track of such delegations. Each name server has authoritative information about one or more zones. It may also have cached, but non-authoritative, data about other parts of the database. A name server marks its responses to queries as authoritative or not.
The database is a collection of resource records (RR), each of which contains a domain name and four attributes: (i) The record type identifies what is stored in the data value.
(ii) The class attribute of the record is "IN" for Internet. (iii) The time-to-live (TTL) value indicates how long, in seconds, a non-authoritative name server can cache the record. Some record types are: A, WKS, PTR, HINFO, MX, and AAAA. The data of an A record type is an IPv4 address, of an AAAA record is an IPv6 address, of an MX record is the canonical host name of the mail server and its IP address, of a PTR record is a pointer used to map an IP address to a domain name. An HINFO record type gives a description of hardware and operating system used by that host.
The DNS resolver is a piece of software. Every host is configured with at least one local name server N if it is to find hosts not listed in the etc/hosts file. Each host maintains a short cache table that maps fully qualified domain names to IP addresses. When a name is not found in either this file or this cache, the host enquires with N using the resolver. Either TCP or UDP can be used for DNS depending on the length of the DNS response, connecting to server port 53. TCP is used for zone transfers, UDP is used for look ups.
The primary function of DNS is to answer a query to translate a fully qualified domain name into its IP address. This is done by retrieving the A record. A reverse look-up (also called an inverse query) is to find the host name given the IP address. This is done by retrieving the PTR record.
The protocol is stateless -all the information needed is contained in a single message. DNS messages are either queries or responses. The messages begin with a header field of 12 bytes beginning with a 16-bit identifier. The DNS response message includes (i) the question section of the query message that caused it, followed by the (ii) answer, (iii) authoritative, and (iv) additional sections.
An iterative DNS query to a name server D receives a reply with either the answer or the IP address of the next name server. If the name is in the local zone, the local name server N can respond to a query directly. Otherwise, N queries one of the root servers. The root server gives a referral with a list of name servers for the top-level domain of the query. N now queries a name server on this list and receives a list of name servers for the secondlevel domain name. The process repeats until N receives the address for the domain name. N returns the address or other DNS data to the querying host, and caches the record for the next TTL (time to live) seconds.
A recursive DNS query to D will make D obtain the requested mapping on behalf of the querying host. If D does not have the answer, it forwards the query to the next name server in the chain, and so on until either an answer is found or all servers are queried and hence returns an error code. Because recursive look-ups take longer and need to store many records, it is more efficient to provide a recursive DNS server for LAN users and an iterative server for Internet users.
The mapping of names to addresses is not required to be one-to-one. It is possible to associate a name with multiple IP addresses thus providing load distribution. A single IP address can be associated with multiple names, one being a canonical name and others perhaps more mnemonic thus providing host aliasing.
The name to IP address mapping changes often. Adding a new host, deleting an existing one, or changing the IP address, etc. are accommodated by the protocol wherein a server is given updates by others.
The DNS protocol did not specify the qualifications of the servers that can supply the updates. Nor did it specify that such servers should be authenticated. Apart from checking that source and destination IP addresses and ports matched, the transaction ID (a 16-bit number in the DNS message header) is the sole "authentication".
Security Threats of the Protocol

DNS Zone Transfers
Questioning the legitimacy of a zone transfer request is left out of the protocol. It is also possible to include a zone transfer gratuitously as part of a response to a legitimate query.
DNS Cache Poisoning
Cache poisoning happens when a DNS server D updates ("poisons") its cache based on misinformation supplied by Z a host/server in the control of an attacker. This may be about just one domain name or an entire zone if D accepted a zone transfer from Z. All the clients of this server will then receive invalid responses until the TTLs of these entries expire.
DNS Forgery
The DNS answers that a host receives may have come from an attacker who sniffs a query between the victim resolver and the legitimate name servers and responds to it with misleading data faster than the legitimate name server does. The attacked host may in fact be a DNS server. DNS forgery is also called spoofing.
A remote attacker, who cannot sniff a query, needs to guess the query time, the transaction ID and (perhaps) the query port.
Consider n different DNS clients sending simultaneous queries to a DNS server D to resolve the same domain name dnm. D will, in general, forward the n requests received to other DNS servers, starting from root-servers and trying to get replies for each of the n requests. These requests will be processed independently, and will be assigned different identifiers. An attacker produces this scenario by simultaneously sending n queries to D using same domain name dnm but a different IP source address in each query. While D is now waiting for n replies with different IDs for the resolution of dnm, the attacker sends several replies to D with guessed IDs and source ports. The probability of success is increased by the so-called birthday effect. (The birthday effect is the fact that among 60 randomly chosen people, the probability that there are two born on the same day is 95%.) A determined attacker may also launch DoS attacks to the other DNS servers so as to increase the waiting time of D.
Domain Hijack
A domain is hijacked when an attacker is able to redirect queries to servers that are under the control of the attacker. This can happen because of (i) cache poisoning, (ii) forgery, or (iii) a domain server has been compromised. DNS hijacking is also known as redirection.
DNS Infrastructure
DNS is not as "distributed" as one might think. The database is partitioned and each partition is in the control of a small number (usually just one) of servers. There is no replication and no consensus of replies from multiple servers.
A 2005 survey by the Beehive group 32 found the following: Of the 535000 domains and 164000 name servers scanned, 79% of domain names rely on two or fewer servers. 33% of domains have a single bottleneck link whose failure would result in disappearance of that domain. 20% of DNS servers contain security vulnerabilities that enable attackers to spoof records or block their distribution entirely. An attacker exploiting well-documented vulnerabilities in DNS name servers can hijack more than 30% of the names appearing in the Yahoo and DMOZ.org directories. And certain nameservers, especially in educational institutions, control as much as 10% of the name space.
Server Software
The server programs that provided this service were, over the years, almost without exception, prone to buffer overflow exploits. The BIND package is a widely deployed implementation of DNS. BIND does considerably more than what the DNS RFCs require. It has extensive tuning of its configuration that can "harden" the service. Unfortunately, this otherwise highly capable software, in many releases has had much vulnerability of its own that allowed remote attackers to launch denial-of-service attacks, hijack domain names, or use vulnerable DNS servers to gain access to other systems.
The server software usually runs with the privileges of the super-user. Thus, a buffer overflow attack compromises the entire machine on which the server software is running.
Denial of Service Attack
It is easy to flood a DNS server with recursive queries. The CPU and memory usage of the server eventually reaches its maximum, and the DNS Server service becomes unavailable causing many network services to also become unavailable. Such flooding not only can use spoofed IP addresses but can also employ a distributed network of zombie machines.
Reconnaissance
DNS zone transfers help map the targeted network during the reconnaissance stage of an attack. An attacker commonly begins with this foot printing. Note that ordinary hosts and servers are often named mnemonically indicating their function or location. DNS servers can now be configured to refuse zone transfers.
DNSSEC
The security of the DNS protocol is improved in the DNSSEC (DNS Security Extensions; RFC 4033 [2005] ), which is yet to be deployed widely.
Using cryptography, DNSSEC provides (i) origin authentication of DNS data, (ii) data integrity, and (iii) authenticated denial of existence. The responses in DNSSEC are digitally signed. Note that DNSSEC does not provide confidentiality of data. Transaction Signatures (TSIG) authenticate communication between DNS servers by signing each transaction to ensure authenticity. Each DNS zone is signed to ensure its integrity and authenticity. There are two additional resource records called RRSIG and DNSKEY. The RRSIG record holds the signature of the RR, signed with the server's private key The DNSKEY record contains the public key of the zone that the receiver will use to verify the signature.
Best Practices
The only effective counter measure against DNS poisoning is to populate the etc/hosts file with DNS entries of important servers. This file should be updated through a secure procedure.
Note that DNS forgeries can be detected by noticing multiple DNS replies. While this cannot prevent a hijack, it can certainly be used in cleaning the cache.
The DNS server software should run on a highly secured machine and administered by highly trusted individuals. It should generate random transaction IDs, and source ports for each query. It should also rate-limit the queries. It should limit zone transfers to specified IP addresses.
New Developments
There are many new developments worth noting. Several groups are adding support for DNSSEC and IPv6.
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Cheung and Levitt 36 use formal specifications to characterize DNS clients and DNS name servers, and to define a security goal that a name server should only use DNS data that is consistent with data from authoritative name servers. A DNS wrapper examines the DNS query/response messages to detect violations, and cooperates with the corresponding authoritative name servers to diagnose those messages.
Cachin and Samar report on a design and implementation of a secure distributed name service, on the level of a DNS zone, that is able to provide fault tolerance and security even in the presence of a few corrupted name servers. 37 There are also new protocols with the same service functionality. 
Covert Channels
A covert channel is "any communication channel that can be exploited by a process to transfer information in a manner that violates the systems security policy." Covert channels do not modify the TCP/IP stack. The make legitimate use of the protocols. Obviously, covert channels need either specialized client and/or servers to inject and retrieve covert data.
Covert channels are the principle enablers in a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack that causes a denial of service to legitimate machines. 39 A DDoS attacker covertly distributes (portions of) his attack tools over many machines spread across the Internet, and later triggers these intermediary machines into beginning the attack and remotely coordinates the attack.
Covert channels are possible in nearly all the protocols of the TCP/IP suite. Covert channels can be setup using the ID field of IP packets, IP checksums, TCP initial sequence numbers, or TCP timestamps. E.g., ICMP echo request packets should have an 8-byte header and a 56-byte payload. ICMP echo requests should not be carrying any data. However, such ICMP packets can be significantly larger, carrying covert data in their payloads.
A simple ICMP implementation is covert-tcp, 40 and the project Loki 
Traffic Scrubbing
Scrubbing refers to forcing the TCP/IP traffic to obey all the rules of the RFCs. Reserved fields can be set to a random value; illegal combinations of flags are checked, and so on. Scrubbing is expected to be done not only at the originating hosts but also on the routers and especially in firewalls. Scrubbing adds to the computational burden of the hosts. Because of hidden assumptions made by programs beyond the specifications of the RFCs, scrubbing may disrupt interoperability.
Watosn et al. 47, 48 describe the design and implementation of a scrubber that supports downstream passive network-based intrusion detection systems and transparent fail-closed active network-based intrusion detection systems.
Smart and et al. 49 describe a TCP/IP stack fingerprint scrubber, a new tool to restrict a remote user's ability to determine the operating system of another host on the network.
Conclusion
The TCP/IP suite has many design weaknesses so far as security and privacy are concerned, all perhaps because in the era (1970s) when the development took place network attacks were unknown. The flaws present in many implementations exacerbate the problem. A number of these are due to the infamous buffer overflow which is preventable by better programming practices. However, considerable blame belong to the many ambiguous RFCs.
In this paper, we highlighted the technical details behind past attacks, and summarized current research.
